**Student Ass'n. proposal released**

by Tom McKenny
Staff Reporter

An outline proposing the "Student Ass'n." form of government for Notre Dame has been delivered to the individual Hall Presidents and will be evaluated at the HPC meeting Tuesday. Highlighting the outline is the proposal for a Student Forum of 30 members including the Student Association President and Vice-President, the President of each of the resident halls, off-campus representatives and the student members of the Academic Council.

If the proposal is ratified by two-thirds of the individual hall councils it will mean the abolition of the present student government and the establishment of The Student Association of the University of Notre Dame du lac.

The proposal, which is in the form of a three-page outline, is the product of an independent committee of the concerned students in- eluding Student Body Vice-President Dennis H-Man Etienne, Student Government Treasurer Mike Marget, HPC Chairman Fred Baranowski and former SBP candidate Jim Clarke and his running mate Chris Singleton.

The proposed "Association" is a compromise between a group that favored putting all of the authority in the hands of the HPC and another group that favored a strong single executive. As a result of the compromise the proposed Forum will be chaired by the Student Association President who will be directly elected by the student body.

**SMC referendum approves student govt. replacement**

by Bill McGinn
Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's students voted overwhelmingly in Friday's referendum to adopt proposed Constitution. Changes. Nominations for the new offices open today.

The Hall Presidents will, however, hold a considerable majority in the Forum. We want to obtain the most responsive and the most responsible form of government," Singleton said. "It was the best compromise we could get."

Marget added, "All we did was to apply our experience to the campaign ideas of Clarke and Singleton."

**Commissioners elected**

There will be special commissions on Hall Life, Student Affairs, Student Relations and Academic Affairs. The heads of these commissions will be elected, rather than appointed as in the past.

The Chairman will direct the Student Assembly, a seat on the Student Affairs Council, as well as the student representative at Saint Mary's College.

The Hall Life Commissioner will chair the Hall Life Commission, which is responsible for hall activities. The Student Affairs Commission will chair the Student Affairs Commission and will be generally responsible for any non-hall or non-academic function.

The Academic Affairs Commission will serve as an advisor to the Board of Governance and will fulfill the duties traditionally assigned to this post.

The new student government would ensure that more students would be actively involved in student government.

**An Tostal preview**

by Tom McKenny
Staff Reporter

The Fifth Dimension put on quite a performance in the ACC Friday night in response to a warm welcome. See page 3 for details.
Week-long literary festival features numerous writers

by Mary Jones
Staff Reporter

This year's Notre Dame Literary Festival will host a variety of poets, painters, and novelists, including Gwendolyn Brooks, Arthur Miller, and Chaim Potok. From April 4th to April 6th, the festival will feature the works of numerous writers, including Gwendolyn Brooks, known for her Pulitzer Prize-winning poem, "We Real Cool.

Gwendolyn Brooks begins the festival with a reading from her poetry at 4:00 p.m. Sunday, April 1st in the Library Auditorium. Known as "the voice of the black experience," Brooks will be joined by a variety of other writers throughout the festival.

On Monday, April 4th, Pulitzer prize-winning poetess Gwendolyn Brooks begins the festival with a reading from her poetry at 4:00 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. Known as "the voice of the black experience," Brooks will be joined by a variety of other writers throughout the festival.

The Jew and Modern Literature.

Among Potok's other works are short stories, and novels including his first novel, The Promise, and The Promise, written in collaboration with James Schuyler.

Rothenberg will read from his poetry Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. His writing and thinking are said to reflect his years in Chicago during the 1950's and his life in England. He has also written two plays, The Heroes and The Marriage, and has written a novel, Pinstripe, written in collaboration with James Schuyler.

Rothenberg will read from his poetry Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. His writing and thinking are said to reflect his years in Chicago during the 1950's and his life in England. He has also written two plays, The Heroes and The Marriage, and has written a novel, Pinstripe, written in collaboration with James Schuyler.

A Poetry Symposium is scheduled for Thursday, 1:00 p.m. in the Library Lofts where Rexroth, Ashbery, and Jerome Rothenberg will discuss poetry. At 5:30 p.m. the same day in the Library Auditorium, Jerome Rothenberg will read from his poetry. He is known as "a master of primitive poetry" and has published fourteen volumes of poetry.

SMC room selection to follow regulations

Saint Mary's room selection committee has released the following rules and regulations governing this year's room selection procedure:

- In the event of an over-crowd, a student's room number will be considered valid and can be used to make the room selection.
- In Regina Hall, one priority number can be used to pull with it a block of rooms, up to four, directly across the hall from one another.
- One priority number can pull a suite as the room selection. The student involved in such a selection can shift within the suite until a suitable placement arrangement is reached.

A certain number of beds will be set aside in Leman Hall, Holy Cross Hall, and Regina Hall for freshmen. Freshmen will not be placed in McKenzie Hall.

The primary student body leaders will receive the privilege of picking the rooms for the students who are chosen after the room selection period, 3:30 p.m. No checks or cash for room deposits will be accepted at the time of room selection. If a student does not have a room deposit receipt to pick a room, she will be allowed to pick before the next day's group provided that she places a deposit. No room will be assigned unless each person involved can present a deposit receipt.

If a student cannot be present for the lottery number selection, she should give her ID to a friend (continued on page 7)

Saint Mary's College. Subscriptions' postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. Second class matter allowed to pick before the next day's group provided that she places a deposit. No room will be assigned unless each person involved can present a deposit receipt.

If a student cannot be present for the lottery number selection, she should give her ID to a friend (continued on page 7)

ANNOUNCING!

The Observer has paid positions open in its business department.

Assistant Business Manager - should be a business major with accounting experience will move to business manager's post

Assistant Advertising Manager must be able to work from 10:00 to 5:00 daily (Mon. - Fri.)

Applications and resumes should be submitted to Jerry Lukutus Box Q Notre Dame, IN 46556 or brought to The Observer office by Fri. Mar. 30.
An Tostal preparations continue

by Bob Quakenbush
Staff Reporter

An Tostal is now a month away, and the An Tostal Committee is accelerating preparations for the annual Spring weekend of festivity, including seven events which require advance organization and planning by halls or individuals.

Bookstore Basketball
The first of two An Tostal basketball championships is scheduled for the bookstore courts Thursday, April 26. The "Gentle Thursdays!" sports spectacular matches members of the Fighting Irish varsity (clad in boxing gloves) with the best quintet the ND-SMC community in the Bookstore Basketball Field.

For further information, students can contact Greg Monto at 736.

Can Stacking
The can-stacking competition is slated for Thursday evening near Breen-Phillips and Farley Halls. Competitors are encouraged to begin collecting their beer and pop cans soon, and are free to enlist the support of their hall in stockpiling empty aluminum cans.

Comminating at 7 p.m., the event will challenge stackers to build a tower of cans upon a base of thirty cans, and to continue stacking empty aluminum cans.

Contestants may use any type of support of their choice. All cans used must be in good condition and must be stacked without the help of others. Contestants may use any type of support of their choice.

The hour of glory for amateur stackers will be Thursday at noon. Three heats will prove who is the master charioteer at Notre Dame.

WHAT'S YOUR GIRL BACK HOME
DOING TONIGHT?

Long distance still is the next best thing to being there. And you can save money by calling nights or weekends.

AZAR'S
Big Boy Family Restaurant
Now in your area
52860 U.S. 31 North
(in front of Ramada Inn)
272-9720

ATTENTION!!
All organizations wishing to apply for funds from Mardi Gras Charity Chest should submit formal written request by Fri., March 30th.

Requests should be directed to the attention of Joe Prochaska and left with the Student Union Secretary.

Thank you.
A Poor Excuse

With the release of the newly conceived Constitution for the "Student Association of the University of Notre Dame," an attempt has been made to consolidate the many conflicting interests of student government into a less political, advisory forum.

The result has been a rather unexciting deprivation of the student body of a truly revocatory government at Notre Dame.

In creating the Student Association Forum as a body comprised of the present Hall President, the representatives of off-campus representation, and the voting members of the Academic Council, the purpose of the new document is to establish the only existing truly representative body on campus, the HPC, as the only one reasonably capable of acting on the many and confusing arms of student government. But the significance of the move ends there. The Forum only has legislative powers when the matter of allocating the budget is being considered. Other than that, the Forum becomes a part of the "Committee Syndrome at Notre Dame-a well-intentioned body subject to the qualms of the Student Association that establishes the constitutional base for its only legislative power is being considered. On the night of the first election of a serious and dedicated representative body on campus, the present Hall President's Council, the Forum as a body, was established as the only existing truly innovative. It basically establishes that the Constitution itself is decisive and effective. In short, the Constitution should conform, and not to the whims of the many and confusing arms of student government.

On the other hand, the Constitution seems to be one of the few attempts to consolidate the many and confusing arms of student government by eliminating the representatives of the forum in a direct and non-localized manner by the people who know them best, it fails short of completely freeing the student body from the absurdity of student government at large elections by retaining the offices of the president and vice-president as we know them now. For two successive years, the majority of the student body at Notre Dame have demonstrated that they would rather have more power directed by electing members of the forum in a direct and non-localized manner by the people who know them best, it fails short of completely freeing the student body from the absurdity of student government at large elections by retaining the offices of the president and vice-president as we know them now.
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They had been to Notre Dame several times before, and many expressed concern about the people's response to their latest visit. However, when the Fifth Dimension walked onto the stage, a warm reception welcomed the group, and all fears of a poor response disappeared. As if the group was performing here for the first time.

A brisk opening number had the crowd clapping in time to the music, and all feelings of nervousness were eliminated. It was as if the group was performing for the first time before, and many expressed concern about the audience, which put much confidence in the group to stand up and go to their menial tasks, while I would go to my office. “The post office!” shouted Lena Mclemore. The audience enjoyed the unexpected bit of comedy, and roared their approval.

The performers then sang a few of their earlier hits. They did “Go where you want To Go,” “Get the number” and “Seventh Man in the Band.” Their audience was enthusiastic applause. Following this, it was one of the group’s own hits. “Last night, I couldn’t get to sleep,” Marilyn McCoo said. “We choose our own songs, rehearsed, had our outfits made!” Back in five, clean-cut kids got started.” Ron Townson interrupted this flow with a snow job. They were all misfits—good-for- nothing. Everything they would wake up and go to their menial tasks, while I would go to my office. “The post office!” shouted Lena Mclemore. The audience enjoyed the unexpected bit of comedy, and roared their approval.

The group took time out to discuss their origin with the audience. “We got together in 1966 in Los Angeles and said, &apos;We want to create music.&apos; They all wished their approval. A Most job, and the crowd shared its approval with enthusiastic applause.

This one reached you.” Next, soft and sweet

origins

“Cockeyed You,” next. soft and sweet

were eliminated. It was as if the concert began, and this number set the mood. The older songs sounded just as good as ever, and the group put just as much heart and soul into them as they sang “Soul Picnic,” and this one concluded their short history of Robert E Peary’s quest. Move on. The last special is “The ABC Sunday Night Movie” has a Yul
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Recognizing the need for an instrument through which the collective voice may be expressed, our needs and ambitions to, and our disinterests eliminated, the un
undergraduate students of the University of Notre Dame held a joint inn a union, to be known as "The Student Association of the University of Notre Dame". They authorized representatives of Student Association President when he is unable to do so.
(1) If for any reason, the office of Student Association President becomes vacant, the Student Association Vice President shall succeed to that office.
(4) It is to be hoped that the Student Association President may be recalled by a petition containing the signatures of at least three fourths of the members of the Student Association, but the same may not be recalled more than once in any given year.
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Diamond 'speaks for the Unborn'

by Ted Guth
Staff Reporter

Speaking before a small audience in the Stellaup Lounge of LeMieux Hall last night, Dr. Eugene Diamond, director of Birthright, international gave a lecture entitled "They speak for the Unborn."

Dr. Diamond, who attempted to present the "medical case against abortion", declared, "I am for life and the preservation of life. Life is infinite in value."

In his speech, Dr. Diamond attempted to respond to some of the "needs for abortion" often cited by advocates of abortion. He began by declaring that to consider the fetus not another person was "unacceptable," for it is "certainly alive" and can be "distinguished from any other species at any time."

"Abortion has never, in the history of the world, been performed on a fertilized egg, or on undifferentiated protoplasm. The fetus is at least three weeks old at the time of the abortion," he remarked. A fetus, at any time has only two futures: "to be either a live human, or a dead human fetus."

He also contended that legalized abortion was not necessary to stop the "abortion problem" due to criminal abortion. He stated that legalization of abortion has never served to lower the criminal abortion rate, and that in any case, the criminal abortion death rate was only 230 in 1969 according to Diamond.

Dr. Diamond also felt that with the birth rate decreasing as it had in past years, abortion was unnecessary for population control. "With a million fewer babies born last year than in 1957, we don't have any population explosion." In a question and answer period following the lecture, Dr. Diamond commented that the most important thing that anti-abortion student in the NS-SCC community can do is to "witness for life" by feeling their feelings known both publicly and privately. "We must oppose any attempt to infringe on the sanctity of life," he concluded.

SLC to conduct meeting on black student affairs

The Student Life Council will conduct a general meeting today at 4:45 in Holy Cross Hall.

On the agenda for this afternoon's meeting is a second presentation by black students concerning life at Notre Dame. Mrs. Diamond described the work of Birthright in Chicago, and pregnant women, for whom the group provides free psychological and medical care, and even financial aid if needed. But, "most importantly the child needed a friend to answer the cry for help when confronted with laws that upset children, and overvalue society," Mrs. Diamond declared.

Vince assumes job as new S.B. treasurer

by Pattie County
Staff Reporter

Ray Vince, junior accounting major, was appointed Student Body Treasurer today, replacing senior Mike Kelleher who assumed the position on March 6.

Vince will work mainly with the Supreme Court of funds for various student commissions and clubs.

"I foresee no drastic changes or deletions in the accounting system which handles the allocations. Basically, I will just be continuing where Mike left off," commented Vince.

The system Marget set up this year facilitates the tracking of different departments and includes different expenses as the revenues arising from various activities. "For example, if there are certain pendulums is determined by what

Vince is interested in helping the clubs prepare to make little requests for funds at the beginning of the year. "The various organizations will fill out standardized forms so that their activities, objectives, and goals will be made known and related to the student body," said Vince.

Classified Ads

FOR SALE
1971 380 Honda St, 5606 miles common pool jack $4500

SOTY TC-33 DOL Reel to Reel tape machine comes with cond. $30 Cell Steve, 547

SOLD for 1000 TV set, receiver, tunable, fixed price, 8 months old, taken as trade in $50

10 Dodge Dart, Good condition, runs well Call 334-7922

For Sale: Accessory fork amp. Casino center P.A. System Rental $100

For Sale: 1970 Dodge super bee 383 Estil. cond. Must sell $500 or best offer Call 234-7602

1945 Triumph TR4 37,000 compression ratio 300 HP 724 $660

For Sale: Warrior Sailing Piano French Provincial 46" wide x 24" deep $500 or best offer

Driver Portable Zip Jog Walking Machine 916 Model. Automatically starts and makes inclines, an excellent condition. Sounds loud. $350

85 Honda M-36 (incomplete), Immediately, under 1,000 miles Call 282-5992 and make an offer.

For Sale: 1973 Plymouth power bilion Gold Civic 96999

Ralph's: 10 speed, 4 months old. Call 234-6677 asking $550 Call Tom 1358

5 Beach Boys Bike, 10 track tape player, Rogers, '72 MBI 10 reel. $12 Call 1278

FOR RENT

Venetian Privy 100 820-152

NOTICES

Nominations for GSU President, Vice President and various positions of the Secretary/Treasurer are now being accepted. All students are encouraged to offer information. Nominations close Tuesday, March 20.

Nominations are coming Monday, March 18.

NOTE: This event will replace the previously announced "Evening of two act plays".

CIVIL ENGINEERS in the Peace Corps working in any of 57 different countries will use the experience gained through years of education, or a couple of years in S.C.L. as a challenge after graduation. See recruitment offices in the Peace Corps and Peace Corps Volunteers. The peace Corps and VISTA, the two ACTION corps are also looking for members.

LIBERAL ARTS GRADS in the Peace Corps and in VISTA, the two ACTION corps also looking for members. See recruitment offices in the Peace Corps and in the Engineering School March 26. Peace Corps recruiters will be at Notre Dame in the library March 26-30 in the Library Auditorium on Thursday, March 26, 1973.

HOLY ROLLERS. Are you ready to go on an adventure through years of education; all in one package? It's the S.C.L. and in the Peace Corps and VISTA, the two ACTION corps are also looking for members. See recruitment offices in the Peace Corps and in the Engineering School March 26. Peace Corps recruiters will be at Notre Dame in the library March 26-30 in the Library Auditorium on Thursday, March 26, 1973.

ST MARY'S GRADS Peace Corps, Peace Corps Volunteers will be at Notre Dame March 26 in the library and in the Engineering School March 26. Peace Corps recruiters will be at Notre Dame in the library March 26-30 in the Library Auditorium on Thursday, March 26, 1973.
Sounded through the net as the final horn of the Notre Dame players. Stevens, hercules overshadowed an excellent team performance by the Irish and took some of the gloss from Notre Dame's selection as the event's Most Valuable Player. Stevens took the inbound pass after Brokaw, who had twice hit on this shot, had missed. And in one chance at the free throw line earlier in the extra session, Stevens missed a shot but was quick to praise the Gobblers. "I thought Virginia Tech did a great job of not quitting when they were down," Phelps said. "They made a great comeback." "We went cold," he continued. "We didn't make one-and-one chances all night and we had a couple of crucial turnovers and that made the difference."

Both teams had to make comebacks in the evenly matched overtime. Both teams had been without a clutch man and, with Brokow consistently working loose in close off low shots, the Gobblers moved into a 10-point lead, 28-18, midway through the half. The Irish went into a press at that stage, forcing Tech out of its deliberate, patterned offense, and suddenly surged back to within two, 38-36, with 2:15 to go. Virginia Tech managed to retain its lead for the remainder of the half, however, and left the court on top, 44-43. But that advantage didn't last long once the teams returned to the floor. Outscoring the Gobblers, 14-4, Notre Dame grabbed a ten-point lead and held a 15-point lead, 70-58, with 6:13 remaining. Then the Gobblers started to move. "We applied full court pressure with seven minutes to go and changed the tempo," Devoe said. "We were down by 10 and had to make our move. As it turned out, their offense didn't set up as well as it had and they couldn't get the ball to Shume as easily as they had. They didn't make many mistakes but just enough to get us a win." Notre Dame has had its problems all year at the foul line and it proved to be several crucial minutes there that enabled the Gobblers to stay close enough to force the game into overtime when Lieder, who scored 24 points, got the first half, sank his long shot at the end of regulation play. As Phelps pointed out, his club failed to convert several one-and-one opportunities that might have made the difference toward the end of regulation time. Brokow has seemed to have solved that problem when he dropped in two shots from the foul line with only 32 seconds remaining to put Notre Dame up by three, 80-77, but Irish job quickly turned to anxiety when the officials declared that Pete Crotty had entered the lane too soon on Brokow's second free throw and nullified the score.

Except for a ten-minute stretch midway through the first half, Notre Dame didn't have many problems in Saturday's 91-84 victory over North Carolina. After breaking a 16-16 deadlock with a six-point burst, the Irish were outscored 27-12 by the Tar Heels during the next 11 minutes. Notre Dame, trailing, 33-34, with 2:33 left in the half, Villa Jones, N.C.'s standout forward was Notre Dame's hero, nipping his first 11 shots-hering his string of consecutive baskets without a miss to 38-34 and scoring 36 points. He had his top production, 26 points, in the second half, Sunday. After the North Carolina game, Phelps said, "This is our biggest win of the season. I knew early in the season that we'd be this good at the end of the year. I'm happy and grateful that the tournament selection committee gave us a berth to prove a point. Phelps wasn't any less pleased with his club Sunday. "I'm very, very proud of the team," he said. "We've nothing to be ashamed of. It's been a great year for us." Interhall events slated The office of Interhall Athletics has arranged several spring sports events with March 27th (Tuesday) entry deadlines. The events include:

A women's doubles tennis tournament. Play will be governed by USLTA rules, and matches will be best of three sets.

A men's singles tennis tournament. This will be a single-elimination tourney. Again USLTA rules will apply, and again play will be best of three sets.

A mixed doubles tennis tournament. Another best of three tourney, the mixed doubles will be open to Notre Dame students and will also be governed by USLTA rules.

A baseball (hardball) league. Runners—with a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 18 players—must be turned in to either the Interhall Office or the Interhall issue room by Tuesday, March 27th. Equipment will be furnished by the Interhall Office, and rules will be forwarded to each captain following the deadline.

A softball (12 inch) league. Runners—minimum 12, maximum 18—must be submitted by the deadline, and all players must represent one hall. Equipment will be furnished by the Interhall Office. Won-loss percentages will determine the final standings.

A golf tournament. This will be an 18 hole, individual play tourney, with names drawn by the chief tormentor. The tournament is open to all students, but entrants must sign up in pairs. The Callaway handicap system will be used.

For further information on any of these activities, call the Interhall office (8975), or the issue Room (8975).